The films of Joseph H. Lewis - This article was published in the book 'The Films of Joseph H. Lewis' edited by Gary D. Rhodes and published by Wayne State University. It appears to be a comprehensive survey of Joseph H. Lewis' career, covering his work in the film industry, his contributions to movie-making, and the impact of his films on the world of cinema. The book serves as a definitive guide for scholars, film enthusiasts, and students of cinema, offering insights into the director's life, his artistic vision, and his influence on the film industry.

Vengeance Kinsey Millhone Series - The Kerrigan family has been dead for over a century, but they still haunt their ancestral home. The latest installment in Kinsey Millhone series, 'Vengeance,' explores the complex and familial aspects of revenge, delving into the depths of justice and the human cost of seeking it. The novel continues Kinsey's career as a private investigator, as she navigates through the dark alleys and hidden corners of Santa Barbara, California, solving cases and confronting her own past.

The Shoemaker's Wife - A novel by Michael E. Grost, 'The Shoemaker's Wife' is a captivating tale that weaves together historical fiction and romance. The story takes place in the 17th century, during the time of the Thirty Years' War, and centers around the lives of two unlikely characters: a shoemaker and a young woman from a prominent noble family. Their lives intertwine as they navigate the challenges of their time, including war, politics, and the personal是非 of everyday life.

The Haarp and All Electromagnetic Weather War Technologies - This book, written by Piers Anthony, explores the concept of HAARP, a project that involves the use of high-frequency electromagnetic waves to manipulate the Earth's atmosphere. The book delves into the potential uses of this technology, including its implications for weather control and its potential applications in military operations. The author also discusses the ethical and environmental concerns associated with such technologies, raising questions about the responsible use of advanced scientific knowledge.

Professional Poker - The Essential Guide to Playing for a Living - This guide, authored by Michael E. Grost, offers insights into the world of professional poker. It covers the essentials of the game, from basic strategies to advanced techniques, and provides a comprehensive guide for players looking to improve their skills and turn playing poker into a profession. The book is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the game, offering practical advice and tips for success at the table.